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Introduction

Anthropolitics Meets Anthropology in the Anthropocene

This volume of the duograph is concerned with the relationship of energy to power in the context of the Anthropocene. It seeks to highlight and explore how the material and infrastructural dimensions of energy both enable and disable certain configurations of political power. The line of analysis questions whether political power in the conventional (human-centered) sense can really be taken to be an autonomous and efficacious domain. This has both theoretical and practical implications at a time when political power is a growing “matter of concern” in the struggle against processes like global warming and species extinction, when politicians are called upon to “get serious” about climate change, and when governments are implored to plan for energy transition or resilience to rising sea levels.\(^1\) How can we reform a human-centered understanding and practice of politics—*anthropolitics*—so that it can adequately comprehend and address the conditions and challenges of the Anthropocene?

When Cymene and I wrote the proposal to the National Science Foundation for the grant that would eventually fund the main period of our field research, we more or less took for granted the significance of human political power in addressing climate change. We said we wished to investigate the “political culture” of wind power development in southern Mexico in order to understand how a “vulnerable state” like Mexico was going to be able to orchestrate a diverse and potentially contentious field of stakeholders and follow through on the federal government’s ambitious clean electricity
production targets. We questioned whether “states, especially those already struggling to meet their current governmental obligations, possess the political authority to implement important programs of national development such as renewable energy.” But we did not question whether “political culture” itself—a term we used in a deliberately expansive way to signal not only the interactions between states and citizens but also the political negotiations and exchanges among stakeholders including local landowners, activists, political parties, NGOs, journalists, and representatives of transnational corporations—was an assemblage from which one might reasonably expect efficacious responses to climate change and strategies for energy transition to emerge.

But is the efficacy of political culture in the Anthropocene actually a reasonable assumption? What we did not emphasize in our grant proposal—and this is very likely because we were appealing to another equally anxious, if not equally vulnerable, state for funding—is that one of the articles of faith of the past thirty years of global governance is that market and technological forces are better positioned to answer any dilemma than any existing or imaginable configuration of political actors, instruments, and imaginations. The incremental and perpetually disappointing series of COP (Conference of Parties) meetings—even including the comparatively successful Paris COP 21 meeting in December 2015—have only seemed to reinforce this sense that the political process is inadequate to the task of engaging problems as massive and time sensitive as global warming.2 Across the world, liberal political institutions seem too compromised by corporatist and populist influence, too much in the hands of political professionals operating according to their own temporalities and interests, and too belabored by inflexible, archaic political technologies to compete with entrepreneurs and engineers when it comes to delivering solutions. This skepticism has been paralleled in the discursive realm of political theory as figures ranging from Wendy Brown to Chantal Mouffe to Jacques Rancière to Peter Sloterdijk to Slavoj Žižek have diagnosed the economization, overformalization, militarization, spectacularization, and technicization of liberal political institutions that have led to a golden age of political ritual, cynicism, and theater at the expense of a capacity for a literal politics that might be able to address urgent anthropocenic processes of common (and not only human) concern such as droughts, flooding, warming, desertification, species extinction, plasticization, and oceanic acidification.3 Probing more deeply into the scar tissue of late liberalism, Elizabeth Povinelli offers a reminder that “biontological” crises are nothing new on the frontiers of settler late liberalism, and she recommends
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that we take the wisdom of those who live on those frontiers more seriously. In the register of a probative and experimental “Karrabing analytics,” she writes, “The earth is not dying. But the earth may be turning away from certain forms of existence.” Featuring prominently among those dying forms of existence is what I have termed “androleukoheteropetromodernity,” an ugly word commensurate with the ugly lifeworld designed over the past several centuries to enable the dominion and luxury of hypersubject white men.

Yet back in the political centers of late liberalism, such a reckoning is held at bay by affective and epistemic investments in “markets” and “technology” as generative nexuses of innovations and solutions. These investments are also intimately attached to the political apparatus we call “neoliberalism.” Whether one wishes to schematize that apparatus through the unfolding dynamics of capital and its class affiliations or through the evolving relay networks of power knowledge, it is obvious that neoliberalism has had a historicity unto itself; that is to say, it came into being, rose to global authority, and is now—so it seems anyway—in a state of gradual dissolution. As that dissolution spreads, one finds that new and heterogeneous political potentialities are emerging. Whether one thinks of the racialized authoritarian movements rapidly gaining ground in many parts of the world today or the Arab Spring, the Occupy movement, the indignados of Spain, or the indigenous asambleas that are coming into being around wind parks in the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, it is difficult not to feel that new politics are seeking to be born that do not wish to be constrained by the inherited -isms (e.g., liberalism, socialism, communism, fascism, anarchism) of nineteenth-century European political philosophy. Neoliberalism appears to have lost much of its credibility and vitality as a world-making political ideology over the past decade. And yet it has no obvious heir-in-waiting, especially at the global level. Instead, a multitude of political experiments are emerging, often investing political attention and energy into smaller spheres of action. Some of these experiments, it goes without saying, embrace oppression, exclusion, and hatred in the manner of “integralist” movements past; some perhaps augur a “time of monsters.” On the other hand, one finds movements committed to peace and humanism in unprecedented ways—Iceland’s Best Party for one example. Measured within this human’s lifespan, there has never been a more invigorating time to think about political power. Things are happening in the world of politics, but they are escaping our conventional categories of analysis, often reducing analysts to a stilted language of “neos” and “posts” that, at the end of the day, seem inadequate for comprehending the processes of political formation we are witnessing.
Although perhaps an accidental conjuncture, the dissolution of neoliberal authority has occurred more or less simultaneously with wider media-tization and recognition of the Anthropocene. This has meant that there has been a vibrant zone of political experimentation focusing specifically on remediating anthropocenic vectors—for example, Transition Culture and the degrowth movement. It has also stimulated some critics of neoliberal capitalism—Naomi Klein and David Graeber among others—to argue that acknowledgement of the Anthropocene marks a definitive beginning of the end for capitalist consumerist society since we have finally come to experience the deterioration of ecological systems at a planetary level. The 1970s “limits to growth” and “tragedy of the commons” debates have been reactivated. But other theorists have abandoned the anthropopolitical in favor of the ecopolitical. As Claire Colebrook writes, “The Anthropocene seems to arrive just as a whole new series of materialisms, vitalisms, realisms, and inhuman turns require ‘us’ to think about what has definite and forceful existence regardless of our sense of world.” Although it is possible to take the antianthropocentric turn in the human sciences as another reminder of why paying attention to human political power seems quaint in the contemporary world, I would rather take it as a challenge and opportunity to recalibrate the anthropopolitical to a postanthropocentric conceptual universe. In other words, let us ask, How, where, and to what extent does and should human political power matter in the contemporary world? I have argued elsewhere that human agency, at a planetary scale, is difficult to deny given not only the various phenomena clustered under the Anthropocene rubric but also the generative potentialities of practices like synthetic biology and nano-engineering on the one hand and the destructive potentialities of advanced weaponry on the other. Even if we have truly never been modern in an ontological sense, the fact that some humans have been behaving as though they were modern for centuries now—creating a potent instrumentarium for terraforming/anthroforming the planet for their convenience along the way—demands accountability and, one hopes, remediation. This means, I would argue, that an interest in understanding or influencing the anthropopolitical cannot be bundled together with a rejection of anthropocentrism, fair though that rejection may be.

And here I would modestly propose that anthropology has an important role to play. As one of the more reflexively oriented disciplines within the human sciences, at least since the 1970s, anthropology has viewed its own methods and objects of investigation with no small amount of skepticism. However, as the one discipline that has anthropos inscribed in its very
jurisdiction, it seems unlikely that anthropology will ever fully commit itself to a posthuman turn. As such, anthropology seems an excellent “culture of expertise” from which to stage a reproportionalization of the human in the human sciences. Moreover, whatever soaring theoretical, even philosophical, aspirations anthropological knowledge might have, these are always connected umbilically to the sociality and materiality of a changing world of humans and nonhumans.\textsuperscript{14} Anthropological knowledge is perpetually incomplete, disrupted, uncertain, somehow less than the sum of its parts. It is the right kind of knowledge for grappling with what Anna Tsing and her collaborators have termed “a damaged planet.”\textsuperscript{15} If Isabelle Stengers poses a cosmopolitical question, “How, by which artifacts, which procedures, can we slow down political ecology, bestow efficacy on the murmurings of the idiot?” then I would argue that the murmurings of the idiot—meaning not a fool but one who provides what Claude Lévi-Strauss once termed “the other message”—is precisely the domain of anthropological knowledge.\textsuperscript{16} It is thus an apt domain from which to elicit “hyposubjectivity” in the face of Timothy Morton’s diagnostics of “hyperobjectivity.”\textsuperscript{17}

WITH THESE PRELIMINARIES in mind, a reader solely interested in the ethnography of wind power in the Isthmus of Tehuantepec could skip ahead to chapter 1. The remainder of the introduction is a more detailed discussion of theory of power in the Anthropocene. My purpose is twofold. On the one hand I wish to schematize the conceptual minima of an anthropological theory of political power for use in the Anthropocene. Concepts such as capital and biopower clearly belong to those minima, not least because of the profound influence that Marxist and Foucauldian theory have exerted over human-scientific analysis of political power in the past several decades. And, while their status is more contested, I think it is, for the same reason, necessary to briefly discuss the psychoanalytic theory of desire and Brian Massumi’s “ontopower” for what they might contribute to the analytics of political power. Since all these concepts share an inattentiveness to the energo-material contributions of fuel and electricity to political power, I also put forward my own neologism, “energopower,” to expand the set of minima in a direction that I believe is analytically crucial for understanding our (the planet’s, our species’) contemporary conditions. On the other hand, I wish to emphasize the delicacy, one might even say the preciousness, of these conceptual minima when confronted with the epistemic maxima of a situation of anthropological field research on political power. Those maxima not
only exceed the explanatory potential of any given conceptual framework, they also resolutely demand the supplementary analytic work of history and ethnography. For example, to understand the contemporary political culture of wind power development in the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, one needs to understand a deep history of colonial resource extraction and the more recent politics of land tenure and caciquismo (boss politics) specific to that region as much as one needs to understand the processes and dynamics captured by concepts such as capital, biopower, and energopower.

To an anthropologist this may simply appear to be a sky-is-blue statement about the importance of ethnography to complement and validate theoretical intervention. But, as suggested above, my broader purpose here is to argue that if political theory wants to get serious about a critical engagement with anthropocenic phenomena, then it is going to have to become more anthropological along the way. The obvious problem baked into terms such as “Anthropocene” is their species-level universalism. This universalism often seems to be a rhetorical strength, especially when deployed to convince a species whose collective behavior is generating planetary effects while lacking a species-level political apparatus to take collective action. But without doubting that universalizing rhetoric can be efficacious in some contexts, the hailing of humanity as a species unfortunately obscures the differential culpability for global warming and environmental toxification, ignoring the fact that Northern empire has perpetrated these and other global conditions of precarity for centuries with impunity. Univeralist rhetorics also typically obscure the fact that the reasons for anthropocenic action and the impasses to its recognition and transformation are highly, one might even say fundamentally, various. The reasons that one wind park near Cape Cod might be challenged in court and that another would be blockaded near Juchitán cannot be reduced to a general condition of nimbyst self-interest. The same could be said of the support for utility-scale renewable energy projects in some corners of the global North and the support for postgrid energy solutions and degrowth in others. Moreover, the postanthropocenic futures that are being imagined and aspired to are equivalently multiple. For some, the struggle against the Anthropocene quests more or less to preserve familiar circuits of fulfillment in climatological terra incognita (e.g., sustainable green capitalism); for others, it is about resuscitating idealized past forms of life (e.g., nationalist nostalgia or indigenist restoration); yet for still others, it about a radical break with the past and present to prepare the way for hitherto-unrealized socio-ecological relations.
My argument, then, is that political theory needs to embrace the fact that, as Claire Colebrook has put it, “the Anthropocene is the return of difference." Taking difference seriously means a willingness to think across scales, to recalibrate the capacity of “the local”—meaning both locus/place and also those beings who inhabit particular localities—to affect and transform the translocal. It is in this respect that anthropological analysis of political power can play a valuable supplemental role as well as in Derrida’s sense of supplement as that which reveals an originary lack. Anthropological analysis thrives on the interillumination of translocal and local epistemics, on showing what universalizing schemata can and cannot reveal when confronted with an actual world of fluctuating, heterogeneous, and not infrequently contradictory signals. This is, then, a call for political theory to not so much “take ethnography seriously” as to accept ethnography’s invitation to unmake and remake itself through the process of fieldwork. Ethnography is a representational medium and as such will always game with words; those games do sometimes influence understanding for some interlocutors but not in the way that fieldwork, as ontomedium, can more fundamentally challenge and transform horizons and ways of knowing. If we wish to appreciate difference within the Anthropocene, fieldwork is a much-needed supplement to any theory of power.

As a proof of concept, this volume turns loose a certain set of power concepts in Mexico to show where they can help us to gain interpretive traction on specific events and dynamics and also where a variety of local forces and forms exceed or disable them.

Conceptual Minima: Capital, Biopower, Energopower

I have already proposed that capital, biopower, and energopower belong to the conceptual minima of an operational theory of political power in the Anthropocene. I discuss each of these terms in more detail below, but let me say at the outset that this not intended to be a closed set of concepts, nor is my argument ontological in any sense. That is to say, first, there are many potentially valuable concepts missing here. I have selected these three not only to reflect key touchstones in recent political anthropological debate concerning the Anthropocene but also in light of the specificities of our case studies. Second, I resist (strongly) the idea that categorizing a type of power to enable the possibility of recognition and discussion corresponds to an
argument for the being of power. Capital, biopower, and energopower are conceptual lenses that help to bring into focus certain force relations. They do not represent singular forms of power per se. The “beings” that concepts like capital, biopower, and energopower signal should be regarded as multiplicities, diverse forces that have been bundled into more limited nominal forms as part of an analytical project.

Nonetheless, I would argue that none of these concepts can be functionally derived from the others, nor should any of the force clusters be trivialized with regard to the others. Each concept has its own analytic attentions and, by extension, its own uses. Karl Marx was able to use “capital” as an analytic instrument for examining the formalization, expropriation, and circulation of human productive activity, just as Michel Foucault was able to utilize “biopower” to explore objectification of and intervention in life from ethics to administration to science. As I have detailed elsewhere, “energopower” seeks to attend to the contributions of fuel and electricity to the possibility of modern life and its ways of knowing and being. Each of these power concepts is thus more a gestural shorthand than a name for a thing in the world. This makes sense if we supplement our typical English consideration of “power” as noun with the referentiality of the French pouvoir or the Spanish poder, which in their modal forms indicate the ability to do something—enablement. These are forces that allow other forces to happen. Enablement is indeed critical to my perspective on power in this volume. I am interested in what these power concepts enable us to understand about enablement in the world.

With this focus on enablement in mind, I address each of these three categories briefly by turn.

**CAPITAL**

*Kapital* for Marx was a dimension of the objectification of human labor power, specifically a result of the manner in which the division of labor severed labor’s capacity to channel human will in the development of the self. Instead of an ideal dialectical process of self-realization through productive activity, “capital” signaled how the division of labor allowed labor power to congeal in such a way that it could be alienated from its source, circulate beyond the self, be appropriated and commanded by others, and thus be transformed into new social and material forms. Capital was, in this way, a means of remote enablement (yet one that was always enabled *de infra* by labor power). One thing that capital enabled was the emergence of a class of capitalists who parasitized the labor power of others. But capitalists were not puppeteers—creatures of
will and reason—in this paradigm; they were more like mushrooms sprouting on a rotted log of alienated labor power, which was the true enemy that communism sought to oppose. Nevertheless, once capital was set into motion on a mass scale and stabilized by institutions such as money and wage labor, quantifiable, appropriated labor time became the logic of social value in modern society. As Marx wrote in the first chapter of *Das Kapital*, “As values, all commodities are only definite masses of congealed labor-time.” In other words, commodities—useful things—were, in effect, masses of capital.

But “congelation,” from the Latin verb “congelare” (to freeze together), is a slightly misleading translation of the actual noun Marx uses, “Gallert,” which refers to a gelatinization process in which different animal substances with the potential to yield glue (e.g., meat, bone, connective tissue) are boiled and then cooled to produce a “semisolid, tremulous mass, . . . a concentrated glue solution.” Rather than a freezing together of independent parts, “Gallert” suggests an ontological transformation accomplished by adding and then subtracting thermal energy—a recipe of different fleshy forms rendered through heating and cooling into a single sticky material: human labor, in the abstract, binding commodities, people, machines, and “nature” together with its glue. Indeed, this glue potential was unlocked by the thermal rendering process itself.

Paul Burkett and John Bellamy Foster have argued that there was a powerful energo-metabolic substrate to Marx’s theories of labor power, alienation, and value extraction. On the topic of surplus value, they write,

> Of course, this value (energy) surplus is not really created out of nothing. Rather, it represents capitalism’s appropriation of portions of the potential work embodied in labor power recouped from metabolic regeneration largely during non-worktime. And this is only possible insofar as the regeneration of labor power, in both energy and biochemical terms, involves not just consumption of calories from the commodities purchased with the wage, but also fresh air, solar heat, sleep, relaxation, and various domestic activities necessary for the hygiene, feeding, clothing, and housing of the worker. Insofar as capitalism forces the worker to labor beyond necessary labor time, it encroaches on the time required for all these regenerative activities.

Seen in this way, capital becomes an appropriation, quite literally, of fleshy power, a sapping and storage of the regenerative potential of being.

In the *Grundrisse* and the second volume of *Das Kapital*, Marx outlines a more differentiated understanding of capital’s forms and also a model of the
dialectical development from circulating capital toward fixed capital and of fixed capital toward automated machinery. That machinery constitutes at once infrastructure for the production of use values and also, in the manner of Gallert, a potential energy storage system, gathering and holding productive powers in technological suspension. In Marx’s vision, capital strives across its historical development to make itself independent of labor, to be able to absorb the productive powers of labor into itself. As one might expect of the vis viva of bourgeois political economy, capital seeks its liberty. The development of fixed capital—the part of the production process that retains its use form over a period of time rather than being wholly consumed in a production process—is the first stage of this process. Marx emphasizes that durability is crucial: fixed capital must *durably* stand in for direct human labor. The more decisive phase is the movement from fixed capital toward automated machinery, a productive apparatus that operates mechanically according to human design and in which “the human being comes to relate more as watchman and regulator to the production process . . . instead of being its chief actor.”

Automation not only advances capital’s desire to durably emancipate itself from labor but also precipitates the final paradox between exchange value and use value that Marx believed would necessitate the eventual collapse of the capitalist mode of production.

On the one side, then, [capital] calls to life all the powers of science and of nature, as of social combination and of social intercourse, in order to make the creation of wealth independent (relatively) of the labor time employed on it. On the other side, it wants to use labor time as the measuring rod for the giant social forces thereby created, and to confine them within the limits required to maintain the already created value as value. Forces of production and social relations—two different sides of the development of the social individual—appear to capital as mere means, and are merely means for it to produce on its limited foundation. In fact, however, they are the material conditions to blow this foundation sky-high.

In other words, infrastructure stores the productive energies of labor in such a way that they can be released later in magnitudes that appear to transcend nominal inputs. Technology, as productive infrastructure, thus appears to be capable of generating and distributing use values with limited need for direct (human) labor power. Once the mass of humanity has those means of production at hand, “the worker,” as such, can disappear and with it the alienation of labor and the capital it breathed life into.
In its bridging of labor, productivity, and infrastructure, capital remains a quite generative power concept in the Anthropocene, but perhaps not always in the standard critique-of-capitalism mode. Capital is a critical concept, to be sure, but it must be noted that capital also eventually plays an emancipatory role in Marx’s dialectical history, one that seems very much in line with contemporary scientific and political faith in the capacity of technology—and its hidden magnitudes of transformational labor power—to offer us salvation from anthropocenic damnation. Marx could almost be recruited for the accelerationist camp in today’s debates. But this also reveals what is problematic about classical Marxist analytics from the perspective of today’s damaged planet. Undoubtedly Marx was more attuned to metabolic and energetic questions than is often recognized, but there is no obvious “limit to growth” in his model. Anthropopolitical and technopolitical domains seem to have potentially limitless powers at their command. The blind spot of Marx’s theory of capital is that he does not account for how machine labor is fueled in the first place and what the ecological consequences of all that fuel use might be. His story of the transformation from human to machine labor does not incorporate adequate attention to what empowers, in a physical sense, the propulsion of use value generation in the machine world. Any utopian project—whether automated cars or renewable energy—that positions technology as the means for enabling the perfection of modernity draws deeply from the conceptual well of capital.

As a final note, I will have little to say about capitalism in this volume. It has a descriptive presence, of course, but I find it to be a red herring analytically. As Kaushik Sunder Rajan has argued, to speak of capitalism in the singular “is an absurdity.” I also do no more than gesture toward the concept of the “Capitalocene.” I agree here with Dipesh Chakrabarty that there is a necessary division of labor between the analytic work of the “Anthropocene” and the “Capitalocene.” Both terms tell important yet partial truths about humanity’s history of geological and ecological impacts.

**BIOPOWER**

“Biopower,” in Foucault’s original articulation, in the elaborations of his philosophical and sociological interlocutors, and as it appears in the work of anthropological writing on power, signals the consolidation of concepts of life, sexuality, and population as objects and methods of modern governance. In a discussion of the related concept, “governmentality,” Foucault shows that life and population became both means and ends of modern political power: “Population comes to appear above all else as the ultimate end
of government. In contrast to sovereignty, government has as its purpose not the act of government itself, but the welfare of the population, the improvement of its condition, the increase of its wealth, longevity, health, and so on; and the means the government uses to attain these ends are themselves all, in some sense, immanent to the population.”

Foucault denies the singularity and separability of the means and ends, causes and effects, bodies and knowledges, instruments and environments, and of course subjects and objects of modern power. But neither is he satisfied with a dialectical portrait of contingency in which subject-object relationality is held in a mutually constitutive dynamic as in the relationship between labor and capital. Foucault’s power concepts all denote networks of enablement composed of links and relays that cannot be analytically reduced below the level of a circuitry of forces and signs; in other words, the “apparatus” (dispositif) is a “system of relations” between “heterogeneous elements” including corporeality, ethics, discourse, institutions, laws, administrative procedures, and scientific knowledge. This is the operational architecture of biopouvoir.

In this respect, the concept of biopower is an extension and refinement of Foucault’s general model of modern pouvoir. In Discipline and Punish, for example, he contrasts the distributed, discursive, and productive nature of modern power from the more centralized, excessive, and repressive character of sovereign power. Then, in the History of Sexuality, Foucault defines biopower as a discursive concentration on sexuality, reproduction, and life: “Bio-power . . . designate[s] what brought life and its mechanisms into the realm of explicit calculations and made knowledge-power an agent of the transformation of human life.” Rather than a Victorian repression of sexuality, Foucault stresses the relentless signaling, voicing, policing, and measurement of sexual instincts and activities that occurred during the Victorian period as the biopolitical organization of modern governance became increasingly sophisticated and detailed in its operation. He proposes biopower is much the same spirit as this volume does, not as a theory of political ontology but rather as a political analytics capable of mapping a network of modal enablement.

Paul Rabinow and Nikolas Rose argue that Foucault’s concept work on biopower was both incomplete and historically specific; that is, it was a way of denoting the gradual conjoining of two force clusters during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in Europe. The first force cluster was the anatomo-politics of the human body, “seeking to maximize its forces and integrate it into efficient systems;” while the second was “one of regulatory controls, a biopolitics of the population, focusing on the species body, the
body imbued with the mechanisms of life: birth, morbidity, mortality, longevity.41 Rabinow and Rose then offer their own more precise and generalizable formulation for “biopolitics”: “The specific strategies and contestations over problematizations of collective human vitality, morbidity and mortality; over the forms of knowledge, regimes of authority, and practices of intervention that are desirable, legitimate and efficacious.” One notes immediately that this formulation, like Foucault’s original, is anthropo-litical, and in Povinelli’s terms, “biontological.” Biopower and biopolitics specifically concern the management and control of a human vitality that is distinguished doubly from a domain of nonhuman life and nonlife more generally. Rabinow and Rose, and many other anthropologists besides, have effectively retooled the biopower concept for twentieth- and twenty-first-century conditions by bringing together the sciences, politics, and economies of life, where “life” itself involves issues as far ranging as sexuality, reproduction, genomics, infrastructure, population, care of the self, and indeed “environment.”42

Still, life in the Foucauldian analytical imagination clearly centers on human life. This close anchorage to “the human,” even as it denies the authoritative overtures of “humanism,” is, I strongly suspect, one reason that the concept has proven so compelling among anthropologists as a way of gaining traction on political power. Another reason is that the analytics of biopouvoir, especially if generalized as Rabinow and Rose have done, are remarkably flexible and adaptable to almost any circumstance of governance. More than this, biopower captures rather elegantly many salient features of political power today, especially interventions of expertise and authority concerning health, security, and population.

In Mexico, as we will find in the ethnography, governmental discourse on renewable energy development is deeply saturated by biopolitical reasoning in two respects. First, there is the abundant environmentality expressed by the federal government and renewable energy developers in the project of climate change mitigation, a project that is also tied to securing the safety of Mexico’s population as new vulnerabilities to drought and flooding are exposed.43 Second, there is the administrative concern to use wind resources to stimulate the circulatory economy of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, to attract new resources for development, and to provide new opportunities and infrastructures for commerce, education, and health. Especially in the discourse of state and local governance, the project of wind power development is consistently articulated in biopolitical terms: as means of guaranteeing or improving the health and welfare of human environments, economies, communities, and individuals.
Yet the phenomena of the Anthropocene challenge the anthropopolitics and technopolitics of the biopower concept as well. The shockwaves set off by overuse of carbon and nuclear energy—from rising seas to environmental toxicities and nuclear tragedies—have shaken the foundations of contemporary biopolitical regimes in such a way that we find fissures opening and fuel (sometimes quite literally) flowing into the groundwater of bios. This is why I believe the time has come to add “energopower” to our roster of concepts for analyzing political power. Foucault, I think, would approve in that his genealogical method was not designed to inquire into timeless conditions that endure throughout history but rather to examine “the constitution of the subject across history.”

That is to say, if “biopower” is one of our most enabling keywords for analyzing political power today, it also seems appropriate in the spirit of Foucault’s original intervention to subvert it through new genealogical exercises lest we come to convince ourselves that “biopower” denotes some transhistorical form of modern power and subjectivity.

energopower

As a power concept, energopower draws attention toward the impacts of fuel and electricity upon the domain of the anthropopolitical, including biopower, capital, and all its other force clusters. This line of thinking is by no means entirely new. I have argued elsewhere that anthropology and the human sciences have been punctuated by periods of very generative thinking about energy, particularly around times when there were widespread perceptions of energy transformation and/or crisis. In the 1940s, for example, the coming into being of atomic energy precipitated both cornucopian and dystopian thinking about new energic plenitudes, their luxuries and dangers. In the 1970s, the reorganization of the geopolitics of oil and the experiential crisis of the “oil shocks” helped stimulate another period of thinking about energy, but one that was largely eclipsed again in the 1980s as Reaganism, neoliberalism, and finance capitalism stole center stage with promises of a return to prosperity and security. Still, the technocratic modernization narratives of the 1950s and 1960s were irreversibly disrupted in the 1970s, and feminist and post-Structuralist critiques of technoscience were the first tremors of the broader antianthropocentric turn that the human sciences are experiencing today. As global warming, climate change, and other anthropogenic phenomena became more actively mediated and more epistemically present in the first decade of the twenty-first century, energy has once again begun to spark at the margins of social theory. Two theorists in
particular have helped to give shape and content to the ethics and epistemics of what I am terming “energopolitical” analysis.

The first is energy futurist Hermann Scheer and his call for a decentralized “solar economy.” Scheer was one of the chief architects of Germany’s Energiewende (renewable energy transition) and cowrote Germany’s much-imitated feed-in tariff law that forced German utilities to guarantee long-term purchase agreements for renewable energy to create stability and incentives for solar and wind power producers. The effect of this policy intervention was an unexpectedly rapid shift toward renewable energy production in Germany. In large part thanks to the stimulus initially provided by Scheer’s feed-in tariff legislation, in 2017, of the 654.1 terawatt-hours of electricity in the German national grid, 16.1 percent came from renewable resources and 15.1 percent from wind power alone.

However, there was immense political resistance to Scheer’s plan in the beginning, and his analysis of the various obstacles that rapid renewable energy transition faced helps to surface how energy infrastructure—particularly fuel supply chains and electricity transmission systems—exert a massive, hidden influence over political and economic systems. Scheer pointed to the adaptation of global and national economies to the “long supply chain” infrastructures characteristic of fossil and nuclear fuel resources. Scheer viewed twentieth- and twenty-first-century globalization as largely driven by the extraction and control of these fuels. He observed that long energy supply chains are, in their material nature, inefficient and thus demand allied infrastructures of translocal domination to guarantee unimpeded flows of critical resources. This domination imperative has deeply informed geopolitics even when it is masked by nationalist discourses of security and well-being, by post/neo/colonial missions of civilization and development, and most recently by the utopian logic of a self-regulating market.

Solar energy—whether in its direct form of insolation or in the indirect forms of wind and biomass—has the physical advantages, Scheer argues, of ubiquity and superabundance, thus allowing for more efficient and decentralized short supply chains that are also more susceptible to democratic political control: “Shorter renewable energy supply chains will make it impossible to dominate entire economies. Renewable energy will liberate society from fossil fuel dependency.” Recognizing that reliance upon fossil and nuclear fuels has driven the world toward anthropogenic ruin, Scheer challenges the assumption that it is important to maintain large-scale power grids and pipeline systems at all. He calculates that even energy-intensive modernity can be maintained purely on the basis of small-scale solar, wind,
and biofuel resources given contemporary technologies. The resistance to infrastructural transformation thus has less to do with the fear of blackouts or “energy poverty”—although societal paralysis and devolution continue to be conjured to delegitimate renewable energy transition—but rather because of a more basic but also invisible codependence between our contemporary infrastructures of political power and our infrastructures of energy. This is to say that translocal high-voltage grids and fossil fuel infrastructures—both products of early twentieth-century political and industrial concentration that was enabled, in turn, by the burning of fossil fuels—evolved over the course of the twentieth century. They became primary instruments for the monopolization of political authority, thus constituting what I term an energopolitical apparatus reinforcing both the inertia of a particular organization of fuel and a particular organization of state-based political power. This convergence generated an energo-material path dependency, according to Scheer, one that resists the imagination of alternatives to the long-chained fossil-fueled status quo. For to imagine an alternative to “the grid” is, in essence, to imagine an alternative to centralized political authority, bureaucracy, and “the state” as well.

Scheer’s analysis shows how a power concept like energopower has the capacity not only for critical traction on past and contemporary entanglements of fuel, electricity, and political power, it also has the capacity to provoke discussion as to how emergent energic infrastructures could contribute to the development of new forms of modern political and social experience. Scheer’s insistence on locally sourced, owned, and managed electricity echoes today in a surge of community-owned renewable energy projects worldwide. And, as we see in chapter 1, such initiatives belong to Mexico’s aeolian politics as a community-owned wind park in Ixtepec struggles to come into being against the energopolitical apparatus and inertia of the electricity parastatal, CFE (Comisión Federal de Electricidad), as well as the interests of transnational green capitalism, which has claimed the lucrative Oaxacan wind market for itself. In all such instances, “energopower” gives us a way to join together discussion of emergent postneoliberal political potentialities with the energic forms of “revolutionary infrastructure” that will necessarily enable them.52

The other great inspiration for “energopower” comes from Timothy Mitchell’s prescient and influential Carbon Democracy project.53 No stranger to biopolitical analysis, Mitchell digs deeply into the history of carbon energy to surface the dependency of modern democratic power upon carbon energy systems: first coal, later oil, and now natural gas. Much like Scheer,
Mitchell begins with the contemporary dependence of modern Northern life upon massive energy expenditure. He then retraces the way that the harnessing and organization of fossil fuels has shaped the trajectory and forms of modern political power. Mitchell shows, for example, how the consolidation of social democracy in the late nineteenth century crucially depended on the materialities and infrastructures of coal that allowed miners to establish chokepoints in fuel flows, which exerted immense pressure on dominant political and capitalist institutions until they eventually acceded to labor reforms.\textsuperscript{54} He then links the biopolitical norms of twentieth-century Keynesian welfarism to a regime of expertise that characterized oil as an inexhaustible and increasingly inexpensive resource that was capable of fueling the endless growth of national economies. This was certainly true in Mexico, where Lázaro Cárdenas’s nationalization of Mexico’s fossil fuel resources helped propel major biopolitical investments in the midtwentieth century. Mexico also benefited from the oil shocks of the 1970s as the country became a key partner in the global North’s effort to reestablish secure flows of fossil fuels. Still, in Mitchell’s argument, “growth” and “economy” ultimately reveal themselves to be tokens of petroknowledge, whose apparent truthfulness was owed to a midtwentieth-century geopolitics of neocolonial control over the Middle East and its subsoil resources.\textsuperscript{55} When that control ruptured with the formation of OPEC, the foundation of Keynesian biopolitical authority disappeared rapidly. Growth declined radically across the global North, and a different configuration of life and capital—the one normally glossed as “neoliberalism”—exploited the crisis to assert its dominance. Although those politics consistently vowed a resurrection of Keynesian growth patterns, the historical record shows those promises to have been deliberate or accidental lies.\textsuperscript{56}

In keeping with Mitchell’s and Scheer’s analyses, the renaissance of finance capitalism after the 1970s can be viewed as an effort to maintain value flows through the channels grooved by Anglo-American petrohegemony (not mention, of course, earlier colonial and imperial relations), an “oil standard” replacing the “gold standard.”\textsuperscript{57} But rentier financialism, unsurprisingly, lacked Keynesianism’s investment in biopolitical development. Finance was, in the end, a more obviously parasitical method of extracting and consolidating value and one that perhaps could be judged weaker in terms of the energies it commanded directly. Keynesianism, as a state-centered political order, had the machinics and materialities of industrial petropower at its disposal, which allowed for massive projects of infrastructural and capital development, regardless of what purposes those proj-
ects were meant to serve. Finance capitalism, on the other hand, could only indirectly access the centralized authority of the state and the powers of industry. In its core practice, it had to make do with the electric speed of information transfer and the opportunities for arbitrage that those created. Of course, as finance more securely positioned itself as the central nervous system of globalization, it was able to reorient and minimize biopolitical priorities through the leverage of debt and the constant threat of capital withdrawal. Although finance capital is by no means intrinsically hostile to infrastructure—the internet is an excellent example—its relationship to public infrastructure is at best ambivalent and more often directly or indirectly critical. We have seen that tension revealed of late in a wave of integralist infrastructural nostalgia for a period before finance capital became ascendant.

The neoliberal disarticulation of the energopolitical capacities of the global North was masked by the incremental pace of the dissolution of public infrastructures, by the popular utopias of internet and real estate bubbles, and by fear- and warmongering designed to maintain attention elsewhere. But this masquerade existed only for the global North. In countries like Mexico, neoliberal policy regimes and structural adjustment policies led swiftly and obviously to misery for entire nations, especially for those strata that had gained prosperity through the exercise of Keynesian biopolitics. The financial crisis of 2007–9 gave the North a taste of what the South had been experiencing for three decades already. It left the dominant ideological order discredited even though it left the actual institutional apparatus of finance relatively untouched. Now, almost a decade on, there is a feeling of living in ruins, both infrastructural and imaginational.

Perhaps those ruins will prove to be the fertilizer of something else, whether the return to fossil-fueled national glory dreamed of by Trumpists and Brexiteers or the solar emancipation aspired to by Scheerians the world over. Whatever intermediary forms of postneoliberal life we are now witnessing, the eschatology of the Anthropocene suggests that the further pursuit of growth as prosperity—whether Keynesian, neoliberal, or otherwise—points only deathward. This double bind remains powerfully suppressed since even our ready-made idioms of revolution tend to depend on massive energic magnitudes. The North has not yet found a way to imagine low-energy prosperity, freedom, and happiness. My argument is simply that energopolitical analysis offers a different set of analytical attentions than those of biopower and capital and, as such, may help enable us to tell different stories and imagine different futures.
It is in this spirit that this volume is titled *Energopolitics*. I do not mean to suggest that energopower is the most important of our conceptual minima. Rather, I put forward energopolitics as a general project of inquiry, as a hashtag if you will, for a conversation that I believe would be worthwhile to pursue in greater depth. If Mitchell’s project offers a deep and rich political history of a specific trajectory of energetic materiality and infrastructure conditioning anthropopolitical emergence, then “energopower” offers a more general power concept that can serve to bring into juxtaposition many such cases of enablement, including the study of wind, land, and power offered in this volume. It is hopefully clear from my discussions of capital and biopower that rethinking them as power concepts focused on enablement helps to unlock their own energopolitical storylines as well. Finally, terminologically speaking, “energopolitics” joins together the modality of “pouvoir” with the Aristotelian ἐνέργεια (*enérgeia*, “activity”), which was later redefined by modern physics as “work,” most often as the capacitation for (mechanical) work. Although I find a narrow definition of “energy” as “work” conceptually disabling in many respects, combining “energy” in its capacitational sense with “pouvoir” creates a kind of double modalization in the term “energopolitics” that helpfully gestures toward the multiple and nested modes of enablement that I am seeking to map in the ethnography.

**MORE MINIMA: DESIRE, ONTOPOWER, . . .**

Such multiplicity suggests the need to broaden the set of conceptual minima beyond a conventional triad. In brief: please do. This set should remain open for addition and exploration. Two additional concepts that I have found valuable in this analysis are the psychoanalytic (Freudian) concept of “desire” and Brian Massumi’s Deleuze-inspired “ontopower.”

I find the ontopower concept valuable less in terms of the militarization process that Massumi has recently documented at length and more in terms of the concept’s gesture toward a force cluster of affective “living powers” that exceed but also inform human political power. The winds of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, for example, are ontopolitical, as anyone knows who has turned a corner and been knocked to the ground or has seen tractor trailers flipped over on the highway between La Ventosa and La Venta. Those winds are not reducible to any project of human political imagination or organization, although human beings have long sought to capture their powers, whether with words and songs or, more recently, with blades and
turbines. Across the world, aeolian ontopowers have come to have a special allure for anthropopolitical projects of renewable energy development. But, at best, those projects seek to harness a force they know cannot be controlled or administered fully.

In the Isthmus, binnizá (Zapotec) people have historically equated the winds with the cosmological force of life itself, bi, and when Christianity came, the north wind offered enough of a challenge to the power of the divine that it became known as “the devil’s wind.” Today, istmeños respect the power of el viento viejo (the old wind) at least as much as they respect local political power and certainly more than the translocal political power of the Mexican state. El viento is not a power that hides away, seeking to exert influence from afar; it is experienced more as a medium that courses around locals at all times, by turns irritating with gust-borne gravel and offering relief from subtropical swelter.

Freudian desire (Wunsch), meanwhile, may be less obvious as a power concept, but in the context of thinking about pouvoir/enablement, desire offers a very valuable and specific insight. As I have written at greater length elsewhere, Freud’s late neurology and early metapsychology were strongly influenced by thermodynamics and electrical research, articulating a model of psychic operation as a largely homeostatic energy system managing exogenous and endogenous stimuli to maintain a tolerable load of excitation. The relationship between primary process and secondary process is the crucial dynamic. The primary process represents the psychic apparatus’s effort to reduce excitation that has been created by unconscious charging of memories into hallucinatory identifications. The psychic apparatus strains, irrationally to its core, to repeat past acts of need satisfaction, reducing pains of want through the pleasures of imaginary discharge. In other words, one searches always for that excessive pleasure of infantile satisfaction, drawing available objects and subjects into one’s field of desire even when it is not clear that they can offer any fulfillment whatsoever. To reduce this innate hallucinatory tendency, the primary process is interrupted by a secondary process of social-environmental conditioning that seeks to channel the search for pleasure instead through the intricacies of language and custom. The fact that the secondary process must continuously seek to repress and deflect the primary process creates a fundamentally entropic condition in the psychic apparatus. In instances of psychosis, neurosis, and dreaming, Freud believes we see how the weakening of secondary defense mechanisms allows the energy flows of the primary process to
more directly influence the systems of consciousness and perception in the form of hallucinatory imagination.

The concept of desire contains this drama within itself. On the one hand there is a mad pursuit of pleasure and fulfillment, on the other a constant attempt to temper and deflect the urgency of pursuit toward thoughts and behaviors that can be reconciled with our fundamental sociality in the form of social norms and, indeed, reason. But the primary process remains primary. It is the volcanic power of hallucinatory identification—unconscious belief that the pursuit of one’s present objects of desire will result in repetition of the excessive pleasure of past satisfaction—that propels us forward. Desire remains perpetually unfulfilled because of its past orientation: it rejects the possibility of unknown forms of future satisfaction and pleasure. Instead, it constantly tries to commensurate and manipulate contemporary encounters to suit its (again, mostly unconscious) memory archive. It is thus possible to view desire as endless and eternal and, as Žižek writes, to see its ultimate function as self-reproduction: “Desire’s *raison d’etre* . . . is not to realize its goal, to find full satisfaction, but to reproduce itself as desire.”

In this respect, I find the concept of desire invaluable in accounting for the apparent paradox that the global North continues to utilize ecologically toxic magnitudes of fossil fuels despite some level of rational awareness that this is not a good thing. This is precisely the paradox of desire: a backward-looking investment in past pleasure always seems to trump consciousness and reason precisely because the future has no memories to offer. Such desire continues to enable itself in pursuit of the past pleasures of carbon modernity. Likewise, when governmental actors and renewable energy activists, including the Hermann Scheers of the world, promise that a clean energy transition can be accomplished without loss and without sacrifice, one sees there, too, an attempt to define the future in terms of a memory archive constituted by the energic abundance of petropower. Even as we work to shift rationality toward a critical and transformational engagement with the Anthropocene, the concept of desire teaches us to respect the primary process that will do anything in its power to pull the future into the gravitational orbit of the past. It is a humbling reminder of the limits of reason to steer us toward a future that does not repeat the past. Somehow, we also have to create memories of the future that we hope to attain. This is why, to my mind, the work of the arts is so vital to unmaking the Anthropocene.
We these minima laid out, let us move from concepts to ethnography. As outlined in our joint preface, Cymene and I believe Mexico to be one of the richest and most rewarding cases of the ecological, social, and political complexities of renewable energy transition across the world today. My ethnographic strategy in this volume is to structure the presentation of our fieldwork in such a way as to locate those situations, encounters, and relations where the conceptual minima are absolutely necessary to understand what unfolded in the course of our research. But I also spend a great deal of time exploring the abundant force clusters within southern Mexico that cannot be derived from concepts like capital, biopower, and energopower. We have termed the full ecology of these clusters surrounding wind power development “aeolian politics” as a way of defamiliarizing wind power as a more conventional object of contestation or salvation.

Southern Mexico’s aeolian politics include, for example, a complex and contested history of land tenure in the region around Juchitán, whose legacies exert a constant influence over wind power development. There is the brokerage and lobbying work of NGOs and fixers and unions. There are project developers and financiers constantly laying groundwork for securing generous financial returns on their investments. There are the clientelist networks and corporatist machinations of the Mexican political parties, in particular the PRI (the Institutional Revolutionary Party) and PRD (the Party of the Democratic Revolution), which often seem much more vital than the governmental bureaucracy they inhabit. There are the logics of caciquismo (boss politics) and student/teacher/peasant/worker/fisher opposition movements operating in the isthmus, whose principles both inform and exceed the political parties. There are historical tensions between Mexico City and Oaxaca City, between Oaxaca City and the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, and between the istmeño towns and the surrounding countryside, all of which must be taken into account. There are historical rivalries between the binnizá (Zapotec) and ikojts (Huave) peoples whose lands, seas, and winds are all affected by wind parks. There is a federal government that is anxious about waning petropower and climate change, a state government that is anxious to perform its own sovereignty, and a vulnerable parastatal electricity utility (CFE) that is trying to stave off privatization. There is the infrastructural inertia of an electrical grid system that has been optimized for fossil-fueled thermoelectric energy supply. There are the electrical engineers and grid administrators whose expertise is likewise optimized to manage baseload
thermoelectric supply and who are skeptical of wind power for its intermit-
tency. There are legacies of settler colonialism and racism that shape both
the logic of governmental intervention as well as conceptions of local and
indigenous sovereignty. There are the promises and entitlements of the Mex-
ican Revolution, which have not been forgotten. There are alliances and dis-
junctures between federal and state bureaucracies in Mexico. And not least,
there is the power of the wind itself, which howls and “jams corncobs in
your nose” as the binnizá poet Victor Terán writes. In their cross-drafts and
swirls, these many forces provide aeolian politics with its turbulent vortex.

This is also no closed set, but all these forces belong to the maxima of
an adequate anthropological analysis of wind power development in southern
Mexico, and they are given their due in the chapters that follow. The im-
portance of local, regional, and national scales of enablement vividly reminds
us that anthropology of political power in the Anthropocene will always need
to look beyond conceptual minima to comprehend its scenes of engagement.
Fieldwork speaks terroir to pouvoir, highlighting the modal multiplicity of
enablement that inheres in any situation of human life and endeavor.⁶⁹

For the same reason, I have organized the ethnographic narrative as a
journey between key places that we visited in the course of fieldwork to show
how the political terroir varies substantially from site to site, destabilizing
glosses like “political culture” or “wind power development” or “southern
Mexico” while reinjecting difference and locality into them. Often in what
follows, we shall see that the politics of land in the isthmus play an espe-
cially salient role in constituting local terroir. The isthmus contains at least
three distinct land tenure regimes: the bienes comunales of ancestral indig-
enous communities, the bienes ejidales (ejidos) granted to landless peasants
after the Mexican Revolution, and a heterogeneous array of forms of private
land ownership—sometime de jure and more often de facto. None of these
legal regimes were designed with the facilitation of energy “megaprojects” in
mind. Projects of wind power development that seek to shepherd the isth-
mus from an agrarian past to a postindustrial future have thus had to navi-
gate this uneasy terrain, seeking to satisfy communal and private owners
without incurring the animosity of neighbors and inciting factionalism.⁷₀

Our passage begins in Ixtepec (chapter 1), where an NGO and a group
of comuneros (indigenous communal landholders) sought to create Latin
America’s first community-owned wind park, Yansa-Ixtepec, on commu-
nal agrarian land. Had it succeeded, this project would have ruptured a cozy
arrangement of transnational capital, biopolitical aspiration, and energopo-
litical infrastructure that has put Oaxacan wind power into overdrive in
the past several years. The chapter surfaces the alternate political and social imagination wedded to Yansa-Ixtepec and the way it gave voice not only to different biopolitical expectations but also to a desire to reconnect to land and to strengthen indigenous sovereignty. We also explore at length the actors and infrastructures that strenuously opposed Yansa-Ixtepec’s effort to come into being.

We then move east to La Ventosa (chapter 2), a town nearly wholly encircled by wind parks that have been constructed in the dominant private-public partnership (PPP) model. We examine the logic and history of that model in detail but also the reasons that La Ventosa became its epicenter. Caciques (bosses) control the town, it is said, abetted by influential party-political networks and relationships with transnational energy companies; it was the bosses who decided that wind power was La Ventosa’s future. Dreams of broader white-collar prosperity for the town compete with machinations to expand political influence and to secure substantial rentier incomes. Walking the streets of La Ventosa for a house-by-house survey of community opinion, we came to understand the deep ambivalence that most La Ventosans feel about the rapid transformation of their lived environment, this “development” that will shape their community for decades to come.

The Pan-American Highway takes us upland from the Isthmus of Tehuantepec to Oaxaca City (chapter 3), where we find a state government in disarray concerning wind power. The Oaxacan state finds itself cut out of the developmental loop by alliances between federal government agencies, transnational developers, and istmeño political leaders. Yet these same forces blame the Oaxacans for their failure to manage the rising tensions and violence surrounding the wind parks. As the government struggled to govern, we witnessed its agents participating in a variety of forms of “performative sovereignty” designed to project more secure control over the future of wind power development. However, the growing recourse to characterizing the isthmus as an eternal indigenous other, beyond the mestizo state and nation, could also be taken as a frank admission that it might be beyond the capacity of the Oaxacan Valley to influence, let alone control, what happens in its historically renegade province.

Heading farther northwest, we eventually come to the locus of national political power, Mexico City (chapter 4), where we met the agents of biopower, capital, and energopower most closely affiliated with designing and enabling wind power development in the isthmus. We met a caravan of activists, a seasoned journalist on the energy beat, several engineers from the parastatal electricity utility, the deputy minister of electricity, the director of
the federal energy regulatory agency, a transnational banker with millions invested in istmeño wind parks, and a former Oaxacan governor and party kingmaker who has become a fixer for the wind industry. We came to realize the extent to which (a) these agents and their agencies often work at cross-purposes to one another—thus shattering the often-mediated image of a consolidated federal political policy regarding wind power development—and (b) how little most of them know about the isthmus, its residents, and their reasons for supporting and opposing the parks.

Finally, we return again to the isthmus, our passage ending in the center of aeolian politics, Juchitán (chapter 5), where alternative futures of istmeño wind power burn brightly in conflict with one another. We discuss how contemporary aeolian politics have been informed by a long history of Juchiteco resistance to foreign powers and how the history of land tenure and class conflict in the isthmus overshadows thinking about wind mega-projects today. We met the leaders of the local political factions and social movements that organized themselves both for and against the parks. And we discovered how the intrigues surrounding wind and power filtered down from elite machinations into the barrios. One way or another, Juchitecos believe they will be the ones to decisively determine the trajectory of istmeño wind power going forward.

And now, with thanks for your readerly patience, theory stands aside and invites ethnography to do its work.
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